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Note *Work in progress 4/16/19. This document will need editing by the editing staff as we acquire
Volunteers for that on the HQ Team. Updates will be published as we can.
Welcome to S2 & the Project.
Congratulations, you have just become an agent dedicated to Make America Great Again!

All smiles while I write this and I'm very glad you joined us for this most serious adventure
mankind will under take since the year of our Lord, 1775.
- Chris Oldham, Founder.
INTRO TO THE S2 PROJECT
The reason most activist groups have limited success is that they have gone with the typical
non- profit corporate model. Working as one against the world. Though they recruit people to their
cause, the number is limited to either region, the cause itself, or a reliance on donations.
When I founded The S2 Project, realizing the only true counter to achieve victory is as a
Military Republic. Consider that the anti-American movement has been at this for over a century.

Then the hard push in the open since the emergence of Q & the QAnon followers. A civil action
group run as a military command structure makes the most sense. For it focuses on getting the job done
with superior numbers and hard work over reliance on throwing money at the problem. An example; If
a platoon is low on ammo while in a fire fight they do not go to Walmart and buy more ammo. They
have four choices.
1. Call for help.
2. Attack.
3. Retreat.
4. Hold their ground.
At S2 we use fore though putting 1,2 &4 preemptively in place. Making #3 irrelevant. The
phase 'sweat equity' applies to S2 like no other non profit, foundation or Dot-org in existence today.
Much of what we do can be done online. Adapting military intelligence for civilian use. But at some
point boots will be needed on the ground to deploy our best weapon, the Freedom of Information Act
request.
Plus a republic where leadership is elected by the membership under a charter, similar to the US
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. (More on this herein) I have taken the lead Commander's post as
founder but will step down as G. Washington did if elected out of office. Further, this is going to be a
long war. 25 years if Donald J. Trump is re-elected POTUS. Unpredictable if that is not the case. And
this war is lost or stalemated with out S2 to bring all the parts together.
S2 is not one against the world but a collection of percentages from other groups infused with
S2 membership that assemble teams, local across the USA. And training, recruiting & training in a
continuous cycle. Some of the membership will need to dedicate their time to recruiting these
organizations. S2 & the Project is about the how to and the doing. Not talking about the doing.
Outside of recruiting efforts, talk dose little good. By design, The S2 Project is headquarters for ALL
American Patriots.
From what a Crusader volunteer will learn from participating in this project 4 possible future
businesses could be developed by them. An Investigative Service. Becoming an book author of, “How
We Cleaned-up our city, USA” , or similar title. A company that specializes in training non profit
volunteers. There is most likely a fifth & sixth business that someone will think up no doubt. And if
your not motivated by that read the following article.
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S2
The First Half
Military intelligence adapted for civilian use. All the tactics, strategies, analysis, training,
critical thinking & dirty tricks so to speak. S2 is an office of military intelligence and where we get the
first half our name from. How we communicate across various channels to turning thy enemy against
itself. Cooking up new ideas to accomplish goals. Put yourself in a WWII planning room and think of
ways to out maneuver & destroy a Geo-political opponent with superior political fire power & funding.
Welcome to The S2 Project. Winning is about doing. Superior numbers. And removing local support for
the opposition. If you take all the enemy's ammo all they can do is run and hide. Then we go find them
& put them in a position where they can not return from.
KNOWING EVERY THING
Military Intelligence adapted. If there is a civilian official in a teams scope of work, AKA
region, S2 goal is to know everything about them better than the CIA. Art of War- “know thy enemy.”
Whether the official is elected or appointed. They're whole history. Connections, property owned,
address (not for doxxing) spouses history, etc. This is why researchers will be S2's second best asset.
Good recruiters being the first.
This is information we want sent up to HQ for analysis. Making connections state wide and
nationally. If London, UK and Brussels, France controls the media in Kansas City, Kansas. What's to
say that they're not behind instructions to run Kansas City schools or government. HQ job is to look for
patters of the big picture. The local All Star Teams job is to constantly be on the attack locally. To
recruit to increase membership tho create more teams. If a local school or other Official used their
public account to communicate with state or national DNC personnel, we want that information up at
HQ. If its happening in KC it is happening everywhere.
Let's face it that most conservative activist people and groups are way too nice. Give the benefit
of the doubt to an opponent way too often. With S2 the operating word of the day is ruthless, every
day. At our core what we do is throw people out of their jobs because they cause harm to the public.
Ruthless in the same way as police following rule & letter of the law. Not because we are not nice
people, because we want our country and liberty fully restored. And we back it up with our own
security/militia. S2 is not militia foremost rather we have a “security element”. And may have militia
organizations & trainers as part of the All Star Teams. See chapter 16 (MILITIA... SECURITY) for
more on this.
Knowing everything is an important part of winning. Other groups do this piecemeal & don't
win much. S2 focuses on doing a compete job. Because it's needed to win & motivates the Patriot
troops to win. Winning I think it was said begets winning.

PROJECT
The Second Half

The Project Is not just about getting nefarious people out of office but the way we go about
getting superior numbers to win the day. By getting Organizations that are existing to work together.
They bring some experience and name branding along with a percentage of their membership. We
provide training that they can bring back to their Organizations. They may even rotate their people
through our training. Many have run out of steam. And the best they can do is sell tee shirts. GRAB
THEM as resource. Reorganize and train them.
At the end the day it matters not who gets credit, HQ, The partnered Dot'org or the local team.
As long as we get wins. If you consider what the first half of our name is, shared credit is preferred.
Gives the Leftist more to thing about. Move that thought one step farther, and multiple groups sharing
credit will put them in panic mode. People who panic make mistakes. Mistakes create leverage use to
get these people out of office.
Back about getting the credit for a win. In reality, this credit is valuable for raising fund,
motivating the membership and recruiting. Not much else.
CONCEPT & WHAT WE DO
The Problems our society face come from one source, The Democrats and the Independents &
Republicans that support their policies. Many issues, many talking points but only really one source.
By removing the source we solve many issues. There are multiple groups out there for each issue. Yet
hardy any try to remove the source. Instead focus on the issue itself. At best these Dot'orgs will fight to
a standstill until the Left goes and starts the fight all over again. So by removing these people from
their perceived power between elections is the best course of action.
Where we look is in government administrations. Councils/ Boards & Public education. All
governing bodies. Elected or not, if they lord over we the people, we the people will remind them
whom for they work & pays them.
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TRAINING
Adam Andrzejewski

Article -Contributor
• Nov 5, 2014, 09:44am FORBES
Two regular guys from Southern Illinois, Kirk Allen and John Kraft, became folk heroes after lawfully
“citizen arresting” their park district board. Now, their fight against corruption threatens to shake the
political establishment.
Illinois’ number one manufactured product is corruption. More than 95 percent of the Illinois
legislature is safe in gerrymandered districts. The incumbent governor has three current federal
investigations of his administration, but the Attorney General/state’s attorney class can’t find public
vice anywhere.
So what can the law abiding citizen do? The answer is coming from some regular guys in southern
Illinois who decided to hold public officials accountable. They call themselves the “Watchdogs.”
Kirk Allen and John Kraft live in Edgar County which may be the most corrupt county in the country.
For a couple of watchdogs, it’s a target rich environment.
In 1985, New York prosecutor Rudy Giuliani indicted the local pizza owner during the mob “Pizza
Connection” prosecutions. For twenty years, State trooper Michale Callahan staked his career on
reversing the false double-murder convictions of Randy Steidl and Herb Whitlock and became a local
legend. In a county of only 18,000 residents, just four units of government have amassed $79 million of
bonded debt.
During the summer, the Watchdogs used a little known provision of law to “citizen arrest” an entire
unit of government. The story was featured on Chicago broadcast news and garnered the front page in
most downstate daily newspapers.

Watch the Watchdogs arrest the Clark County Park Board for Open Meeting Act violations. If
convicted, the penalty is a criminal class c misdemeanor.
Mr. Allen and Mr. Kraft are unlikely watchdogs. Neither are lawyers. Neither are wealthy individuals –
their Edgar County Watchdog organization is a non-profit. And neither have a law enforcement
background, although both served in the military.
Yet, in just 22 months their exposure has caused more than 100 public and elected officials to flee or
resign their positions. They also beat IL Assistant Attorney General Emma Steimel pro se (they
represented themselves) to open the books on state emails.
Despite the institutional forces arrayed against them, the Watchdogs have exposed 33 Edgar County
based public officials who eventually resigned or no longer serve in their posts- including the county
board chairman, multi-township property tax assessor, airport manager (and entire airport board), the
Shiloh superintendent – revealing a conviction in Cook County for misdemeanor sexual battery, the
Redmond mayor – who moved out of town and thought he could still serve as mayor, the Kansas fire
department attorney, and many others.
The Watchdogs anti-corruption toolbox features an “exposure” website, insistence on freedom of
information, pro se` lawsuits, public comment at open meetings, earned media, and motivating
hundreds of local citizens to attend board meetings. It may be the most effective watchdog model in the
nation.
Now, they’re taking their honed, good government show on the road. With their reputation preceding
them, fast victories have been notched in neighboring towns.
For example, in Albion, the entire leadership of the fire department resigned after the Watchdogs
stopped the board from holding an illegal vote on contracts to conflicted parties. In Effingham, after
just one public comment followed by one Freedom of Information Act request, the health
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We The People of The United States of America, 2019
Having celebrity status or not, fame or not or PhD. or not dose not make an
American a small voice. We are, WE THE PEOPLE and will no be silent any more. We
make these truths self evenant.
ONE- To companies like Google we say the Internet is not your sole property. We
the people paid for it's development. It I ours. Your company has become such was the
case of the old Ma Bell/ AT&T and must be regulated as a utility for the public good. In
that clump of an idea WE would also put Yahoo, Twitter, YouTube, FaceBook, and
Amazon's cyber activities. For all mentioned have bent to one political agenda rather
than be neutral. These companies evasion of the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution has been fully recognized by us. Therefore you must be regulated and pay
the tax of compliance.
TWO- To The US Congress and the 50 States Legislatures we say that the
standards you now hold as sufficient to represent us are total trash. You have trashed
what should be the most effective and fair form of governing ever created by the human
mind. You have installed Satin over one nation under God. Caused division where
possible. Blundered the financial fiduciary responsibility that we have given you on
loan. Have become Law Dictating Oppressors instead of the Law Custodians that it was
written that you should be. We, your Employers, THE PEOPLE now require that you
comply with paragraph FOUR.
THREE- To the 50 State Administrations, You have continually and more
progressively bent to foreign powers. We, your Employers, THE PEOPLE demand you
cease and desist such activities and policies. Such as you are doing is Treason to let
foreign influences guide your decisions on policy. This cannot be aloud to continue. To
do so would be to declare war on us. If this is your intent, make it load and clear. For
your Employers will reciprocate if that is your intent. We, your Employers, THE
PEOPLE now require that you comply with paragraph FOUR.
FOUR- We, your Employers, THE PEOPLE now require that term limits be
imposed on you. That a difficult test of knowledge and American standards be require
that you pass to keep your current position. That your oath of office be maintained and
criminal punishment for oath breaking be increased. The same test be passed by others
to qualify to run for office. By comparison, Realtors, Plumbers, Physicians and
Electricians are more tested for their carriers. If memory serves it was your ilk that
imposed those requirement on them. Therefore we require similar apon you. For the
same reasons of public safety and accountability.
FIVE- We further ask our volunteer military be the overseers and administrators
of this testing. For the Judiciary branch of Government can no longer be trusted with
having the people best interest held sacred. You, the US Judiciary as a whole, have

become politically corrupt. Vote no confidence in regard to you to handle such a task.
SIX- To our Public Education Administrations Pre-K through 16th grades. You
have become Socialist and Communistic and no longer educate but indoctrinate the
children and young adults to the same political bent. Students are attacked and punished
for love of country. WE THE PEOPLE see you transparently and say, HALT! No More.
You actions are criminal and morally devoid of good intentions. We demand a total turn
a round on policies that are anti America by every standard on of the 13,000+ K-12
school districts, all collage campuses and all class rooms on American soil. You have
until, until the beginning of the 2019-2020 school year to comply. We further demand
that the public entities that oversee public and privets schools do your job and enforce
the rule of law on these institutions or remove all public funding from them.
SEVEN- To the Administrations of our Municipalities, We demand and impose
the above TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, paragraphs. For your continued
mismanagement. And in there above for the same demands and reasoning.
EIGHT- To our honored Law Enforcement men and women WE THE PEOPLE,
your Employers, humbly summit that you have been lax in policing those officials
mentioned above. This has lead to the death and sever injury of your brother and sister
officers as well as us. WE therefore demand that you investigate and arrest those who
would break their oaths to the public good. That put in place unconstitutional orders and
ordinances for you to follow. That the charge of treason be used where applicable. For
our safety and your own, WE so require that leniency in charges levied on the above fore
mentioned officials not be considered. WE also require arrests where the First, and all,
Amendments of the United States Constitution has been violated whether the offender(s)
be civil or corporate.
Author- Chris Oldham, @S2Command, Founder of TheS2Project
Signed,
We The People of The United State of America

SIGNATURES
NAME & POSTAL ZIP CODE;
Mr. Chris Oldham 57104

ADD SIGNATURE PAGE HERE

Being part of the peaceful majority make you irrelevant.
https://twitter.com/i/status/1114903287591911424
Video - Bridgitte Gabriel speaking at Heritage Foundation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry3NzkAOo3s
https://twitter.com/ACTforAmerica
peaceful majority is irrelavent.
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THE CHARTER
Lets talk about the charter where by the do's and don't_'s are laid out. This is guideline for it is
you who will develop, vote and ratify this document with your fellow members. Just as our founding
fathers did. This is a Military Republic and want enfranchise republic. In most not for profits or
foundations the leadership is hired and paid a salary. This being true draws funds away from the cause.
So going forward, as the founder & current Commander, I'm going to use proposals that will guide you
in creating amendments to the charter. In partnership with the S2 MEMBER ROLES herein. Overall
the end result should be where the Bill of Rights & the US Constitution was right around the end of the
1800's.
Proposal 1. No member of The S2 Project will be require to donate for the privilege of being a
member or ask for monetary dues of any kind. Members will pay for their own training on a
voluntary basis. As Americans we believe in standing on our own two feet. Monetary cost of
training and work materials can be supplemented in part or whole though fundraising within
the teams.
Proposal 2. All members have the right to submit in whole or in part up the date this charter is ratified
a new charter for vote by the membership.
Proposal 3. All members have the right to submit in whole or in part changes to this charter after the
date ratified to be voted on by the membership. Voting to take place annually on the
ratification date.
Proposal 4. No member shall seek to directly profit or commit willful fraud on other members. Doing
business or trade as part normal life excluded.
Proposal 5. All activities of The S2 Project will be conducted with in the law.
Proposal 6. Team members shall elect their local Captains who will be the representatives in the
National Headquarters.

Proposal 7. It will be the Master of Arms of each team that counts the votes and presents their tallies
to the National Master of Arms for the final vote total.
Proposal 8. What to do when someone breaks the charter.
Proposal 9. OTHER RULES REGARDING money, paying for services, recruiting, raising funds.
Teams never send HQ a dime. HQ raises its own money for operation costs.
Proposal 10. ????????????
Transfer of command. (I'm not living forever) Eligibility for promotions and the rest. As the
founder I say the rest is up to you to decide. For now lets make America great again.
VOTER FRAUD
If no one goes and looks for something they are not going to find it unless by accid....
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